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Abstract
The emergence of Free & Open-Source Software (FOSS) has transformed the software
industry. In the recent years the interest in FOSS has grown exponentially, from individ-
ual developers to tech giants such as Google or Microsoft.
This dissertation presents the challenges and benefits of developing an open-source
& full-stack “conference management” framework. 
The first aspect that is discussed in this dissertation concerns the research, compari-
son and selection of the most appropriate workflow and open-source tools for develop-
ment. The purpose of this project is not only to deliver a good product for the end user,
but  also  to  support  the  open-source  movement  and  community  in  the  development
process.
The development of an open-source “conference management” framework includ-
ing a Web Application, a RESTful API and a Mobile Application is the second issue
covered. The framework under development is intended to be intuitive, easy to use and
comprehensive for its user and in the same time simple and fun for other developers to
contribute in its development.
Finally, all the challenges as well as the benefits derived from the development are
outlined in order to prepare the reader both for the difficulties of undertaking and main-
taining an open-source project as well as for the gains in personal, business and social
context. 
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1 Background
In this chapter we will analyse the idea and concept of free and open-source software.
We are also going to investigate different approaches and methodologies in the open-
source development process and the different roles in the open-source community. 
1.1 Free and Open Source Software
Free and open-source software is computer software that is licensed to be used, copied,
studied, and changed in any way without paying anything to anyone. Its source code is
shared and the developers are encouraged to study and improve the design of the soft-
ware.
Using and creating free and open-source software, more than an economical and
business decision, can be a political and ethical one asserting the right to learn and share
what we have learned with others.
1.1.1 History 
In 1983, Richard Stallman started the GNU Project [1] to write a complete new operat-
ing system free from constraints on use of its source code. 
A few years later he founded the Free Software Foundation (FSF) [2], a nonprofit
organization with the mission to promote the idea of ‘Free Software’ as a matter of lib-
erty and not price. Because the word ‘free’ in English means also gratis (with no price),
R. Stallman used his famous quote to explain this concept: 
“You should think of ‘free’ as in free speech, not as in free beer”.
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According to the FSF, a program is considered ‘Free Software’ when its user has the
following 4 essential freedoms: 
Freedom 0: run the program for any purpose as you wish 
Freedom 1: study and change it’s source code to fit your needs
Freedom 2: share it (copy, distribute) with your neighbors
Freedom 3: redistribute its modified versions to others
Freedom 0 & 1 provide individual control over the program, meaning that each user can
adapt the software to that user needs. On the other hand freedoms 2 & 3 provide collec-
tive control that gives the whole community a chance to benefit.
In the late 90’s the term ‘Open Source’ was adopted by some developers in the free
software movements. This term was given a big boost at the ‘Open Source Summit’ or-
ganized in 1998 by technology publisher Tim O’Reilly. The event brought together the
leaders of some of the most important free and open-source projects including Linus
Torvalds (the creator of the Linux Kernel), Larry Wall (creator of Perl), Brian Behlen-
dorf (a primary developer of the Apache Web server), Guido van Rossum (creator of
Python) and many others. 
During this meeting, the superiority of the open development process was discussed,
inspired by the announcement of the Netscape to release the source code of the Net-
scape Communicator [3]. The confusion caused by the term ‘Free Software’ was also
discussed. As a result the ‘Open Source’ label was proposed. A few days later the Open
Source Initiative (OSI) [4] was created as a general educational and advocacy organiza-
tion to promote open collaborative development.
The enormous success of the ‘Open Source’ term ‘buried’ R. Stallman's ‘Free Soft-
ware’ term and his message on social values and users' freedom, so he strongly objected
the OSI’s approach and terminology.  He describes ‘Open Source’ as a development
methodology and ‘Free Software’ as a social movement. 
Today, the ‘Free Software’ movement and the ‘Open Source’ movement are like
two separate camps within the free software community with enormous contribution to
our society. 
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When software can be classified as both free software and open-source software the
‘Free and Open Source Software’ (FOSS) label is used to fill the gap between the two
camps.
1.1.2 Licensing
A software license is a legal instrument governing the use or redistribution of software.
There are two software license categories: proprietary software and FOSS. The main
difference between the two is the granting of rights to modify and reuse software ob-
tained by a customer. 
Proprietary software  does  not  license  these  rights  to  the  customer  and therefore
keeps the source code hidden, while FOSS licenses both rights to the user and therefore
bundles the modifiable source code with the software.
FSF and OSI are two of the most well-known organizations that give out guidelines
and definitions regarding software licenses.
FSF maintains few software licenses [5] following their interpretation of ‘The Free
Software Definition’ [6] and the OSI recognize a list of certified open-source licenses
[7] following their own ‘The Open Source Definition’ [8]. 
Free and open-source licenses are commonly classified into two categories: 
 Protective or copyleft licenses (a play on the word copyright) which demands
that the same rights must be preserved in derivative software. 
 Permissive licenses with minimal requirements about how the software can be
redistributed.
While FSF licenses support only the protective approach, the OSI accepts both of them.
There's a handful of standard and well-known open-source software licenses out there.
However, choosing a license for your  code can turn out to be a confusing decision.
Therefore, certain websites are available to assist in this choice. One of our favorite is
the choosealicense.com [9] website from Github.
Some of the most used FOSS licenses today are:
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 The MIT License is a permissive license that is short and to the point. It allows
people to do anything they want with the code as long as they provide attribution
back to the author and don’t hold him liable. Some of the programs that use the
MIT License are jQuery, .NET Core, and Rails.
 The GNU GPLv3 is a copyleft license that requires anyone who distributes the
original code or a derivative work to make the source available under the same
terms, and also provides an express grant of patent rights from contributors to
users. Some of the programs that use the GNU GPLv3 are Bash, GIMP, and Pri-
vacy Badger.
 The Apache License 2.0 is a permissive license similar to the MIT License, but
also provides an express grant of patent rights from contributors to users. Some
of  the  programs  that  use the  Apache License  2.0  are  Android,  Apache,  and
Swift.
1.2 OSS development process
The main point about open-source development process is that it must really be open.
All the developers must have the same access to the source code and be able to fully
participate in discussions and decisions about the software design.
1.2.1 The cathedral and the bazaar
In 1997 Eric S. Raymond (a well-known open-source software advocate & software de-
veloper) wrote a widely cited essay [10] and later book [11] 'The Cathedral and the
Bazaar'. 
This book analyzes software engineering methods, based on his observations on dif-
ferent free software development processes and compares two different models:
The first is the Cathedral model, in which source code is available with every soft-
ware release, but code developed between releases is restricted to an exclusive group of
developers. He presented GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) and GNU Emacs as exam-
ples.
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The second is the Bazaar model, in which the code is developed in view of the pub-
lic over the Internet. Eric. S. Raymond credits Linus Torvalds (leader of the Linux ker-
nel project) as the inventor of this process. The main point of Raymond in his book is
that "given enough eyeballs,  all  bugs are shallow" (he called this Linus's law). This
means that the more widely available the source code is for public review, testing and
experimentation, the more rapidly all forms of bugs will be discovered and fixed. On
the other hand, the Cathedral model a large amount of energy and time must be spent
for bug finding, since the working version of the code is available to a few developers.
Herein lies the decision to use the Bazaar develop model for the creation of our
‘Conference management’ framework. 
1.2.2 Development methodology
In software engineering  a  development  methodology is  a framework that  is  used to
structure,  plan, and control the process of developing. Two of the most well-known
methodologies are waterfall and agile.
Waterfall model
The waterfall model is considered to be the classic approach to the software develop-
ment life cycle, in which development is seen as flowing (like a waterfall) through sev-
eral phases (Picture 1.1).
The first description of this method is often cited to an article published by Winston
W. Royce [12] in 1970 although Royce did not use the term "waterfall" in this article. 
Waterfall  development has distinct goals for each phase of development where each
phase must be completed fully before the next phase can begin.
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Picture 1.1: Waterfall model
M Saini & K Kaur [13] have analyzed the development life cycle and the various phases
it consists of. Let’s see them briefly.
 Phase 1: Requirement analysis and specification
In this phase various requirements for the software are being gathered and analyzed.
The whole project is being evaluated in terms of input/output data, processing re-
quired to transform input to the required output, cost analysis etc. At the end of the
this phase a Software Requirement Specification (SRS) document is being gener-
ated.
 Phase 2: Design
In the designing phase the translation of the requirement specified in SRS to the log-
ical structure takes place. This phase ends by generating the Software Design Docu-
ment (SDD).
 Phase 3: Implementation
Implementation or coding is the phase where the actual programming is done. 
 Phase 4: Verification
In this phase the code is being tested and evaluated to ensure the correctness of the
produced software.
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 Phase 5: Maintenance
This phase is responsible for the post implementation and maintenance of the soft-
ware for its proper working.
The advantage of the waterfall model is that it is very simple to understand and use.
It works well for small projects where requirements are very well understood.
One of the biggest disadvantages is that once the project is in testing phase it is very dif-
ficult  to go back and change something that was not well thought out in the design
phase. Another disadvantage is that no working product is released until late during the
life cycle. 
It is obvious that this model is not suitable for an open-source project where the re-
quirements change very often.
Agile model
Agile development is a type of incremental model where the software is developed in
incremental, rapid cycles (Picture 1.2). Agile is actually a term used to identify a group
of methodologies. Some of the most popular are: Scrum, Extreme Programming (XP),
Lean Development 
It was 2001 when a group of software visionaries were gathered at a ski resort to
share their experiences and figure out why so many software projects were failing. This
wasn't just about documenting best practices, they knew the industry required a funda-
mental shift in values and so the ‘agile manifesto’ [14] was born.
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Picture 1.2: Agile model
The declaration of these four bold value statements became the basis of a new approach
to software development that changed the industry forever. These four values are: 
 Individuals and interactions over processes and tools. 
This doesn't mean to throw processes and tools out the window; it simply means that
a good face-to-face chat should trump rigid workflows and personal forms of com-
munication
 2. Working software over comprehensive documentation. 
Traditional software development often produced extensive documentation before
program was released for initial testing. Some documentation is good but wouldn't it
be better to have the program than a book describing it?
 3. Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Of course we want to start out with some initial guidelines but, instead of locking
customers in a box by defining the exact details of the project before it starts, teams
and customer should collaborate to find the best solutions
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 4. Responding to change over following the plan
Nothing ever goes entirely according to plan so instead of sticking with something
that  isn't  working it's  much more  effective  to  make adjustments  as  the situation
changes. 
Following these values isn't always easy but when they are built into the team's pro-
cesses, the payoff is huge.
One of the biggest advantages of the agile model is the continuous delivery of useful
software. On the other hand the major disadvantage of this model is that only senior
programmers are capable of taking the kind of decisions required during the develop-
ment process. Hence it is difficult for junior developers, unless combined with experi-
enced resources.
Extreme Programming (XP) is currently one of the most well known agile develop-
ment life cycle model and includes elements like: pair programming, testing of all code
and avoiding programming of new features until they are actually needed.
Fuggetta [15] argues that XP is an extremely useful method for open source soft-
ware development. According to him, all Agile programming methods are applicable to
open-source software development, due to their incremental and iterative style. 
1.2.3 Lifecycle of an open-source project
Observing different open-source projects I have noticed that their life cycle is quite dif-
ferent. Here are the phases that a typical open-source project goes through. 
 Phase 1: Concept
In this phase someone senses the need for a project. The idea is born and the first
lines of code are written. The project repository is being set but definitely without
any documentation.
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 Phase 2: Early development
One or two committers are working on the project. There might be one or two user
playing  with  it  and  providing  feedback.  Some  prereleased  versions  are  being
launched. 
 Phase 3: Build community
Now is the time to look for a few good coders. The README.md file is completed
to help new developers prepare the development environment and the project’s web-
site is created. Everyone interested in the project can now learn more about it and
hopefully will give it a try. 
 Phase 4: Development
There are several devoted developers now, working in some bugs and features. The
project is in a phase where many features are completed and the product is now sta-
ble.  Some documentation  has  started  to  emerge  in  the form of  API docs,  some
FAQ’s and getting started guides.
 Phase 5: Maturity
The project has an active website with lots of information, guides, forums, blogs,
etc. There are a lot of open issues and a hierarchy of contributors has been set up to
evaluate and approve changes. In this phase there is no doubt this project is here to
stay and provides real value to the users.
1.2.4 Structure in open-source projects
One of the essential differences between an open-source project and a proprietary one is
not the right to access and modify the source code, but the role transformation of the
people involved [16].
In an open-source software project there is no clear separation between a user and a
developer, like in a proprietary project. Any user can convert to a developer at any time.
This factor leads an open-source project to a different user structure.
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In a proprietary software project, the roles are being assigned by someone in charge.
Instead in an open-source project each member assigns a role to himself based in his
personal interest or capability.  This is one of the main advantages of an open-source
software, because it enables the right person to a given job [17].
Stefan Koch concluded from his case study [16] that the main roles in an open-source
project are:
Project Leader
The project leader is usually the person who has started the software development. He
oversees the whole project and makes decisions about its direction. The project leader is
often responsible for:
 leading the project development
 release cycles
 quality assurance
 accepting or rejecting patches
 resolving technical conflicts
Core Member
A core member is someone that has been involved for a long time with the project and
has made significant contribution to it. Typically when a project grows the role structure
evolves from one project leader to a group of core members that decide collectively the
direction of the software. 
 
Active Developer
An active developer is a regular contributor trusted by the project leader or the core
members. They not only write their own code, but often help in merging changes from
other less recognized programmers.
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Peripheral Developer
The contribution from a peripheral developer is very irregular and most of them are be-
ing involved in one or two issues. For example more than 90% of Linux developers
contributed once or twice. 
Bug Reporter
A bug reporter is someone that finds and report bugs. His role is very important, be-
cause the presence of many bug reporters increase the quality of the project. “Given
enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow” (Linus's law).
 
Reader
Readers are users that try to understand how the software works by using it and by read-
ing the source code. The popular open-source projects are developed by very experi-
enced programmers so their  code is often used as educational  resource for learning.
Readers are also acting as reviewers who put quality pressure on developers.
 
Passive User
Passive user is the end-user of the software. He is someone that is not involved with the
source code of the software. Passive users play an important role, because their presence
attract and motivate more developers.
1.2.5 Full-stack developer
Another important concept, is the concept of the full-stack developer. Our project will
cover a very big range of different technologies and it will need developers that can un-
derstand as many of these technologies as possible. Of course for the project leader and
the core developers it is absolutely necessary that they have a solid knowledge of all of
them. So let us see what it means to be a full-stack developer today.
A full-stack developer is someone that is comfortable working with both frontend
and backend technologies, a person that has a general knowledge in all steps of the de-
velopment process, from concept to finished product.
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To be more specific, it means that the developer has a good understanding of areas
and technologies such as: 
 Server network and hosting environment (shell scripting, cloud computing, vir-
tualization)
 Software configuration management and version control systems
 Client-side (Html, CSS, JavaScript) and server-side (PHP, Python, Ruby) lan-
guages
 Web and mobile technologies
 Relational or nonrelational databases
 Interact with APIs and the external world
 User experience design (UX) and user interface (UI)
 Quality assurance
 Security concerns throughout the full-stack
 Understanding customer and business needs
A full-stack developer doesn’t need to master all of the areas, because it is nearly
impossible. Instead he just needs to be comfortable working with those technologies,
and that’s a lot too. 
Generally these skills are developed over many years in the contexts of different
projects, so being a full-stack developer means being pushed outside of the comfort
zone to constantly learn new skills.
1.2.6 Motivation in participating and contributing
A very common question about open-source software is why a developer will partici-
pate in an open-source project that does not provide any financial rewards. 
According to Walt Scacchi [18] a number of surveys have begun to ask such questions
and the findings report the following:
1. A lot of developers want to share their knowledge with other developers. So giv-
ing back to the community is a great reason.
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2. Participating  in  an open-source project  give the opportunity to  developers  to
learn new skills. Even though the work in an open-source project is not paid,
these skills give them a chance for better employment opportunities. 
3. Open-source  developers  enjoy  programming  in  general,  but  they  like  open-
source projects, because they select their own tasks rather than be assigned by
someone else. They also enjoy the fact that they are being recognized as trust-
worthy contributors.
Two questions emerged at this point, with the hope to reach some answers by the
end of this project: 
 How do we find contributors to our project? 
 How do we keep them motivated?
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2 Selecting the tools for the 
project
In this chapter we will analyze, compare and select the different tools we will need for
the development of our project. Since we develop a free and open-source framework, it
would be against its philosophy to use proprietary software for the development. Thus,
one of the top criteria for the selection of our development tools is the requirement that
they must be open-source. 
As previously mentioned, the purpose of this project is not only to deliver a good
product for the end user, but also to support the open-source movement and community
in the development process. 
2.1 Version control and collaboration
What is "version control"? 
It is a system that records changes to one or more files over time. This collection of files
bundled together with a special database that records a complete history of all changes
is called repository.
A Version Control System (VCS) allows us to revert a file or the entire project back
to a previous state, compare changes over time, see who modified something that might
be causing a problem, who introduced an issue and when, and more. 
There are many VCS out there and they are often divided into two categories: “central-
ized” and “distributed”. Centralized version control systems are based on the idea that
there is a single “central” copy of the project somewhere (probably on a server), and
programmers will “commit” their changes to this central copy.On the other hand distrib-
uted version control systems take a peer-to-peer approach and do not necessarily rely on
a central server to store all the versions of a project’s files. Instead, every developer
“clones” a copy of a repository and has the full history of the project on their own hard
drive. The ability to work disconnected from a central server, since each programmer
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has a full copy of the project, gives a big advantage to the distributed VCS. Today  the
most popular distributed version control system is Git [19]. It is an open-source project
that was designed by Linus Torvalds based on the needs of the Linux kernel project and
aims to be very fast, flexible, and robust. 
All the above make Git the perfect version control system for our 'Conference man-
agement' framework.
Online repository
For our project we will need a web-based repository hosting service, to which all the
collaborators can push and pull their code. 
When it comes to online free repositories, two are the major players: Github [20] &
Bitbucket [21]. Both are free for open-source projects and provide several collaboration
features like issue tracking, wikis etc. Since the ‘Conference management’ framework
will be open-source, they both fit our needs, but we will use Github because as today it
has more than 15 million users [22], making it the largest host of source code in the
world. Due to this fact, chances are that the developers that will contribute to our project
are more familiar with Github workflow.
Issue tracking
Most software projects have an issue tracker of some kind. Even our project will need a
way to keep track of tasks, enhancements, and bugs. Github has a very good tracker
called ‘Issues’ that is available with every repository. 
Moreover,  we will  use a ‘waffle board’ [23] which is a simple and open-source
project management tool for our GitHub issues. This will make issue tracking a much
easier task. 
The details of the workflow will be explained in the next chapter.
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2.2 LAMP stack
For the web application development we will need a developing environment installed
and configured in our computer or in a virtual machine.
LAMP is an acronym and stands for 4 major components: 
 Linux, the most popular operating system for web development, 
 Apache, the web server software that handles all requests from the visitors
 MySQL, the database engine
 PHP the programming language for generating dynamic web pages. 
Each of these components is open-source and free to use, which has helped contribute to
their popularity. 
The LAMP stack is one of the most popular stacks for building websites and web
applications but it’s of course not the only one. Windows based websites often run IIS
instead of Apache, SQL server instead of MySQL and ASP.NET instead of PHP. Appli-
cations running JAVA instead of PHP often use IBM WebSphere or Oracle’s WebLogic
to handle web requests and they often use Oracle’s database engine for storing data.  
Due to its popularity and the fact that all components are open-source, LAMP is the
perfect candidate for our project.
2.3 Choosing a PHP framework
PHP stands for PHP Hypertext Preprocessor (recursive acronym) and is an open-source,
server-side programming language. It can be used with different database management
systems, including MySQL. PHP can run on Linux, Unix-like or Windows servers. PHP
is a great option, because it is fast, free and flexible. 
All web applications have a lot of functionality in common. That functionality could
include things like database connection, user authentication and so on. What we want to
avoid is re-creating functionality that already exists, not only because it makes us less
productive in our project development but also in its maintenance too. This is a problem
that can be addressed by frameworks.
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A framework is a collection of functionality,  published, maintained and generally
available for free. Frameworks are well organized and structured and most of them pro-
vide a great deal of functionality, that allows us to increase our productivity by develop-
ing our application more quickly. 
Moreover, most frameworks have a very active user community with which we can
interact as developers. 
There are many different open source PHP frameworks that we can select to use for
our project and we will compare the 6 most popular of them.
2.3.1 Zend
Zend [24] (Picture 1.3) is unique among the PHP frameworks as it is backed by Zend
Technologies that was founded by two of the PHP language core contributors. It  pro-
vides vast functionality including database, logging, email and of course the MVC de-
sign pattern and like most frameworks it also provides a caching system. 
Zend framework 3 is the latest version. This framework is being used in a lot of dif-
ferent applications including a very popular e-commerce shopping cart, called Magento.
Picture 1.3: Zend Framework logo
Overall, Zend is the most commercial of the PHP frameworks we will be looking at.
Its advantages are the high number of available libraries, well tested code base, corpo-
rate support and good documentation and help. Conversely it is criticized for its steep
learning curve for less experienced developers and it is not as popular or active as it
was.
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2.3.2 CodeIgniter
Unlike the other frameworks, CodeIgniter [25] (Picture 1.4) has a very small footprint
and yet supports rapid web application development. CodeIgniter does this by providing
a set of libraries for solving common web application functionality issues. It has a loose
affiliation  with  the  MVC  design  pattern,  however  the  models  are  optional  in  the
CodeIgniter framework. 
The resultant web application developed using codeIgniter is in general faster than
most of the other major PHP frameworks. It is also significantly easier to configure than
many of the other frameworks. It is currently in version 3.1.0.
Picture 1.4: CodeIgniter logo
One of the issues that become apparent when a developer begins to explore the
available  frameworks  for  developing  in  PHP  is  documentation  and  this  is  where
CodeIgniter excels. It has a very good documentation, so the learning curve for using
CodeIgniter to build dynamic web applications is not as steep as it is with other frame-
works.
2.3.3 CakePHP
CakePHP [26] (Picture 1.5) is another open source PHP framework. It aims at fast de-
velopment and adoption speed, especially implementing as much functionality as possi-
ble by writing as little code as possible. Developers who use it claim this to be true.
CakePHP is often criticized for the lack of flexibility beyond the basics and its perfor-
mance. 
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Picture 1.5: CakePHP logo
It was originally created in 2006 by a Polish developer as he was looking to build a
more Ruby on Rails-like architecture for PHP developers. It is currently in version 3.3.
One of the advantages of using CakePHP is that it has the Bake command-line interface.
This allows us to do things at the command-line that can save us a lot of time.
2.3.4 Symfony
Symfony [27] (Picture 1.6) has long been one of the most popular PHP frameworks out
there and for a good reason. It has a solid code base community and good documenta-
tion. The framework itself has a lot to offer. It is flexible, uses a decent modular archi-
tecture, has a deep toolbox and isn’t too overwhelming to start with. Symfony is backed
by a company called SensioLabs. 
Picture 1.6: Symfony logo
The framework is currently at version 3.1 and is distributed with the MIT license
which is the most flexible license out there. Symfony components are extremely porta-
ble and in fact they are used in many other applications including Drupal, phpBB and
Laravel which is another PHP framework that we will see next.
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2.3.5 Laravel
Laravel [28] (Picture 1.7) is relatively new in the php framework market, having just
been released in 2011. It has already reached version 5.3. At the time of this writing,
Laravel is the number one PHP framework by a decent margin. There was a little bit of
criticism after version 4 that they were versioning too quickly and each version was
overwriting and obsoleting the previous one, so they have slowed down and it seems to
be a much more stable build. 
Picture 1.7: Laravel logo
Like most frameworks, Laravel provides solutions for the common tasks that we
face every day in building web applications. Laravel also provides extensive documen-
tation that eases the learning curve.
2.3.6 Yii
Yii [29] (Picture 1.8) is an acronym for Yes It Is and means ‘Simple and Revolutionary’
in Chinese. This framework was created in 2008 to be a high performance framework
and at its initial version was true. It was faster than all the other frameworks that existed
at the time.Yii is managed by Yii Software LLC and was developed mainly to be used
in large scale applications. It uses the new BSD license which is very flexible. 
One of the great  benefits  of Yii  is  that  the web applications  we build with this
framework are easily maintainable.  In addition to the rapid application development
provided by Yii, we get the ability to build web services. This is in addition to all of the
other common framework components such as: error handling, logging, database access
etc. 
As we mentioned above it was developed to achieve enhanced performance and it is
currently at version 2.0.6, which was released recently (October 2016).
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Picture 1.8: Yii framework logo
Now that we looked at all the frameworks we have a better idea what each one of-
fers and this can help us in our selection. 
What will not do is laying out comparing tables on what ORM is being used and
what PHP version is supported. You can easily find this information online.
We want to look at actual selection criteria in order to choose a framework and then
discuss the frameworks in that context. 
2.3.7 Coding style and philosophy
A lot of this are a personal preference. For example, do you prefer preparing your code
in command-line? Do you like the Ruby on Rails style or do you prefer J2EE style? A
summary of the previously described frameworks can be found below:
 The Zend framework emphasizes simplicity and extensibility, good Object Ori-
ented practices, and is loosely coupled
 Symfony’s  philosophy is  to  speed  up creation  and  maintenance,  and  to  end
repetitive tasks. It was created with Ruby on Rails in mind.
 CodeIgniter philosophy is to be simple, elegant and powerful but with a small
footprint. It is very lightweight framework. 
 CakePHP aims to build web apps simpler and faster, using less code. It borrows
its philosophy from Ruby on Rails especially the idea of “convention over the
configuration”. 
 Yii  aims  for  high  performance  and  keeping  a  low  profile.  It  borrows  from
PRADO, Symfony and Joomla!
 Laravel philosophy is “PHP that doesn’t hurt”. I don’t know that is really true or
hyperbolic but you have to try and see for yourself. 
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2.3.8 Team size
The larger the team, the more we need to break up the code in smaller units to prevent
complicated merges. All of the frameworks are MVC but Yii and Zend are specifically
designed for enterprise usage. 
2.3.9 Integration and compatibility
Is there any other application that we will need to integrate our application with? We
need to be sure that our framework will be compatible with the database of our choice
and third party applications that we will use. Part of this, will be looking into the frame-
work itself another is we might be able to find extensions in the framework. But it is a
key thing because it can prevent a lot of coding that we will do from scratch.
 Zend Framework supports: MySQL, PostgreSQL, MS SQL and SQLite
 Symfony  via  Doctrine  supports:  MySQL,  PostgreSQL,  Oracle,  SQLite  and
MongoDB using a special ODM
 CodeIgniter  supports:  MySQL,  MS  SQL,  PostgreSQL,  Oracle,  SQLite  and
ODBC
 CakePHP supports: MySQL, PostgreSQL, MS SQL and SQLite
 Yii supports: MySQL, MariaDB, SQLite, PostgreSQL, CUBRID, Oracle, MS
SQL and there are special connectors for Sphinx, Redis, MongoDB and Elastic-
search
 Laravel  supports:  MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite,  MS SQL, Redis and Elastic
Path
2.3.10 Features and customizability
Which features and functionality are we going to need in our application? Some frame-
works come pre-baked with an entire user database and authentication paradigm, others
we have to build it from scratch.
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2.3.11 Performance
Although performance is important it is less important as time goes on. Given that most
of these frameworks are still constrained by the performance of PHP itself and most of
them have a full-stack architecture, there is not a huge difference between them. That
said, there is a small difference and some are built for performance like CodeIgniter and
Yii They are faster in comparison to what many consider to be a heavy framework like
Zend or CakePHP.
2.3.12 Support and training
Are we going to need any kind of certified support with our application? There are cer-
tain frameworks that provide this and others don’t.
The “Official” training is offered only by: Zend, Symfony and CakePHP
2.3.13 Developer base
Are we going to find developers? Because this will be a big project and we need a lot of
developers, it is important to pick an environment that will enable us to easily find good
developers. 
Determining developer base is a little bit of a challenge. There are a few things we
can do to at least get an idea of how popular these frameworks are and who is working
on them. One place to look is a website called http://hotframeworks.com. It takes data
from Github and Stackoverflow and uses that to determine the activity of these frame-
works. (Picture 2.1).
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Picture 2.1: Popular PHP frameworks
Notice that the top 6 frameworks are the ones that we analyzed here. Also notice
that after that, there is a quick drop down to Kohana. If you look at the stackoverflow
(Picture 2.2) you can see that there are more than 15 thousand questions tags about the
Yii framework. The last one was asked about 1 hour ago and has 2 answers. Thus, these
are issues under consideration. How many, how frequently and how recently are ques-
tions asked? Are they answered or they are left unanswered?
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Picture 2.2: Yii in StackOverflow
2.3.14 Project activity 
How active is the project? This can be important or not. As a general measure it will tell
us how quickly the project is evolving and being updated and fixed. As a general rule a
lot of activity is good. Having said this, CodeIgniter had the most hits just a couple of
years ago, it slowed a little bit in development and in that gap Laravel came to the top. 
All of these frameworks keep their repositories at GitHub. The GitHub has as spe-
cial trending section and you can filter by language (Picture 2.3). This will tell us how
popular these PHP projects are. 
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Picture 2.3: Trending in open-source projects by GitHub
You can see that Laravel is the most popular and Yii is a few projects below as well
as CodeIgniter.
Another place to look is the OpenHub [30] website. It will tell us a number of differ-
ent things about these frameworks. It looks at GitHub, but it also looks at other reposito-
ries and places for related elements specifically on these projects. It will tell how much
time has been spent on developing for each framework, how many commits have been
made, how many contributors are contributing to a project, what the code is written in,
how many commits per month and even who some of the main contributors are. (Picture
2.4)
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Picture 2.4: OpenHub
2.3.15 License
All of the frameworks that we analyzed are open source and almost all have an MIT or
the new BSD license, which are very flexible. The only one to be concerned about is
CodeIgniter which has a custom Apache BSD license that is a little stricter. 
Thus, all of the above drive the decision about which PHP framework to use for our
project. 
After considering the needs of our application we have chosen the Yii framework
because in our opinion it is appropriate for a large scale application, highly extensible
and easy to tune for better performance.
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2.4 Hybrid mobile framework
Today more than 99% of the market share in mobile operating systems is covered by
Android, iOS and Windows Phone (Picture 2.5). 
Picture 2.5: Smartphone OS Market Share (Source: IDC, Aug 2016 [31])
There are three types of mobile applications: native, web and hybrid app. 
Native apps are downloaded from the App Store or the Google Play and written in a na-
tive language, aka Java, Objective-c or Swift. The application lives on the actual device
and it has full access to the platform’s API’s (e.g. camera, audio, network, gps etc). It
has very good performance and the source code only works on the targeted platforms.  
Web app is a website designed for mobile devices that sometimes tries to mimic na-
tive design and is written in HTML, CSS and Javascript. Network connections are a re-
quirement for it to work. The main advantage of a web app is that it is cross platform
and easy to develop, but it is extremely limited in terms of API access and it is not
available in the app stores.
A hybrid app is an application that has a native layer with embedded HTML, CSS
and Javascript. It has access to the mobile’s API through a middleware and it is avail-
able in the app stores. In the last couple of years hybrid apps have captured a big share
of the market, due to the fact that they can be as powerful as native apps, but using one
source code for all the platforms.
Here we will see four hybrid mobile app frameworks.
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2.4.1 Ionic
Ionic framework [32] (Picture 2.6) is scalable SDK for hybrid mobile application devel-
opment. It is built on top of AngularJS, which is a very popular javascript framework
supported by Google. It uses Apache Cordova to be translated natively for Android, iOS
& Windows and be installed on their app stores. It is an open-source framework under
the MIT license. Ionic was created by Drifty in 2013 and at the time of this writing they
have just released version 2.0.
Image 2.6: Ionic framework logo
2.4.2 Framework 7
Framework 7 [33] (Picture 2.7) is another free and open-source framework in the same
category as Ionic. It is also used for fast prototyping. You can create iOS & Android ap-
plication using only HTML, CSS and javascript. Framework 7 offers a set of native fea-
tures like swipe back, scrolling, animation etc. It also includes a number of ready to use
graphical elements like modals, panels etc.
Image 2.7: Framework 7 logo
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2.4.3 Mobile Angular UI
Mobile Angular UI [34] (Picture 2.8) is a mobile framework based on AngularJS and
Twitter Bootstrap. It extends the Bootstrap 3 framework with elements like sidebars,
switches, scrollable areas, navigation bars etc. For better mobile experience, it uses li-
braries like overthrow.js and fastclick.js. 
It  is  an  open-source  framework  licensed  under  the  permissive  MIT  license  and  its
source code is available at Github.
Picture 2.8: Mobile Angular UI logo
2.4.4 Onsen UI
Onsen UI [35] (Picture 2.9) is the new competitor of Ionic. It is also an open-source
framework under the Apache license. For the UI components it uses Topcoat and Angu-
larJS directives, but you can choose not to use Angular and use jQuery instead. Onsen
UI also offers a large number of components, ready to use for mobile, tablet and desk-
top applications. To go native you will need Cordova or Phonegap. Developers that are
using this framework say that it has a very good performance. 
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Picture 2.9: Onsen UI logo
2.4.5 Conclusion
All of the above frameworks have their pros and cons. They are using very similar ap-
proach. For our application we will use Ionic because in the last 3 years it has shown no
slowing down in the development and lately they have released a new version that uses
Typescript to wrap the Cordova plugins, which I think it worth trying.
2.5 Other important tools
There were some other open-source tools, used for our project that I think it’s worth
mentioning. Lets see some of them.
2.5.1 Vagrant
For our project we will need a webserver. For this reason, as mentioned above, we will
install a LAMP stack. As a developer I have spent a lot of hours installing and setting
webservers. The way we used to do this was be installing every program on our ma-
chine,  starting with the Apache webserver, than PHP and its  modules,  then MySQL
database management system. The problem with this approach is that every time that
we updated the PHP, our old projects were broken, because they were created to work
with older versions of PHP. Now imagine that every developer that will contribute in
this project must have the same versions of PHP and all the needed modules installed,
even if they have different operating systems. Most of the time it is not the installation
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that is difficult but the configuration of the system. This can lead to problems where
things are working fine in the development environment, but not in production. 
Another  characteristic  that complicates  things even more is that a developer  can
work in different projects that need different configurations. 
All these problems can be solved by using Vagrant [36]. Vagrant is open-source
software created by Mitchell Hashimoto for building and maintaining virtual develop-
ment environments.
Vagrant will use virtualization to create an environment with all the needed tools in-
stalled and configured.  Then every developer can mirror  this installation with a few
lines of code in a file called Vagranfile, without touching their main operating system. 
2.5.2 GNU/Linux
For the development of our project we will use Ubuntu 14.04 which is a GNU/Linux
distribution. If open-source software were a family, GNU/Linux would definitely be the
father.
Using only the following nine lines inside the vagrantfile and typing ‘vagrant up’ in
our console a new virtual machine is created in matter of minutes. 
Vagrant.configure("2") do |config|
      config.vm.box = "ubuntu/trusty64"
      config.vm.provision :shell, path: "vagrant.sh"
      config.vm.network :forwarded_port, guest: 80, host: 4000
      config.vm.synced_folder ".", "/vagrant", id: "vagrant-root",
            owner: "vagrant",
            group: "www-data",
            mount_options: ["dmode=775,fmode=664"]
end
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2.5.3 Netbeans
To write and test our software we will need an Integrated Development Environment
(IDE). There are a lot of popular IDE, but I am going to use NetBeans [37] which is
open-source and has a large community of developers that support it. 
2.5.4 Pencil
Another open-source software that we will use for our project is Pencil [38]. Pencil is
UI prototyping tool and it is available in all platforms. By employing this program we
will create the wireframes for our web & mobile application.
2.5.5 LibreOffice
The current document is written in LibreOffice [39] which is a free and open-source
powerful office suite.
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3 Collaboration workflow
A lot of people think that an open-source project is published after it is created, so that
other users can use, study or change it. Actually, most of the open source software are
created  open in public.  This means that  all  the source code and all  the information
needed for the project, like data, design, and protocols are available to everyone all the
time. Even the communication between developers happens in public and there is no
one-to-one contact via email, telephone or any other private way. 
This chapter will cover all the collaboration workflow and tools needed for our project. 
3.1 Working on bugs and features
The collaboration workflow that we will use for this project is called triangle workflow
(Picture 3.1).
Picture 3.1: Triangle workflow
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What we have here is the original repository, sitting up on github, which we will call
the ‘upstream’. This is the repository that the developers will make contributions to. 
In the upstream repository there are only a few people that have write access. At
first only the lead developer has this right; later he/she can give the right to commit to
some other core developers. 
In order for other developers to contribute in this project they will need to make a
copy of it in the Github. This process is called forking and the forked repository is
called ‘origin’. 
If the developer later wants to work in this repository he will have to download it in
a local computer. This is done by cloning the forked repository into a local one. 
When he is done making changes, because he can’t push directly to the upstream, he
will need to push it back to the ‘origin’ and from there he can create a ‘pull request’ to
the original upstream repository. That means that he is asking the person that owns the
upstream repository to pull the changes that he has done.
The upstream repository is constantly changing so all the developers need to assume
that as soon as they have forked the upstream repository, it might change. In order to
update the local repository with the latest changes in the upstream repository, the devel-
opers need to pull these changes directly from the upstream. Otherwise if they try to
submit a pull request without updating, it wouldn’t work because it will be outdated.
This completes the third leg of the triangle workflow. 
This workflow can be difficult to understand and remember, especially for develop-
ers that have no experience in team development, so I created a small tutorial [40] and
uploaded to the Github. Here are the steps a developer should follow: 
1. Make sure there is an issue created for what you are working on, assuming it re-
quires significant effort to fix.
All bug fixes and new features should have an associated issue to provide a single
point of reference for documentation and discussion. If there are no existing issues
matching what you are trying to work on, please create a pull request directly if it is
a straightforward fix or open a new issue.
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2. Fetch the latest code from the main 'eventkit' branch
To make sure you are working on the latest code, you should start from this point
for every new contribution.
$ git checkout master
$ git pull upstream master
3. Create a new branch for your feature based on the current master branch.
Each change or bug fix should go in its own branch. In order for the branch to be de-
scriptive it should start with the number of the issue that your code relates to. If you
are not fixing any specific issue, don’t use number. For example:
     $ git checkout -b 888-name-of-your-branch
4. Do your magic and write your code
The whole code should follow the PSR-2 [41][Appendix B] coding standard. Make
sure it works.
5. Commit all your changes
$ git add --all
$ git commit -m "Resolve #888: A brief description of this change"
6. Pull the latest code from upstream branch, rebase and squash your changes. 
Before pushing your code to GitHub make sure you have integrated the upstream
changes into your local repository.
$ git checkout master
$ git pull upstream master
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$ git checkout 888-name-of-your-branch
$ git rebase master
In this way your changes can be merged faster, with one click.
Squash commits. Even though this step is not always necessary it is required if your
history of commits is full of small, minor commits.
$ git rebase -i master
7. Push your code to GitHub
$ git push -u origin 888-name-of-your-branch
8. Open a pull request against the ‘upstream’
Go to your  repository on GitHub and click "Pull  Request",  choose the 'develop'
branch as the base branch and the '888-name-of-your-branch' as the head branch and
enter some comments in the box. To link the issue with the pull request, put any-
where in the pull  comment the issue number (#888). Note that each pull-request
should fix only one change.
9. Someone from the development team will review your code
Someone will review the code, and you might be asked to do some changes. If so re-
turn to step #5 (don’t open another pull request if your current one is not closed). If
your change is accepted, it will be merged into the main branch of the upstream and
it will be released in the next version.
10. Cleaning you code up
After your  code was either declined or accepted you can delete all  the branches
you've worked with from your local repo and ‘origin’.
$ git checkout master
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$ git branch -D 888-name-of-your-branch
$ git push origin --delete 888-name-of-your-branch
3.2 Versioning
In the software development world there is place called “the hell of dependencies”. The
more packages are integrated into the software, the more likely we will find ourselves in
that place, if we don’t do something to manage the versions properly. 
For our project we will use Semantic Versioning or SemVer [42]. The term Seman-
tic Version is a way of numbering a software release and is something that is being
adopted more and more widely by different software projects. Here I am going to ex-
plain exactly what the ‘Semantic Versioning’ is, how it works and what are the benefits
of using it. 
Because we will use a public RESTful API and the people will use different ver-
sions of the mobile app that are depending on it, the Semantic Versioning will help to
track the changes in the API and see if it will break it. 
The SemVer uses a three number system (Picture 3.2): The major version, the minor
version and the patch.
Picture 3.2: Example of SemVer
Next step is to go through each of the numbers individually. 
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An increment in the major version will break the API. There is no backward com-
patibility with the old API. So in our example the version 3.*.* is not compatible with
the version 2.*.* of this software. 
A change in the minor version will not break the API. For example the version 2.6.*
will be compatible with the version 2.5.* of this software. This number is incremented
when new features are added to the software or even big changes, but without breaking
the backward compatibility. 
The last number (patch) is meant for bug fixes. Thus, every time that we perform a
security update, fix one or more bugs or improve any feature the new release will incre-
ment only the patch number. It will never break the backward compatibility.
So each number indicates different kind of changes and by looking only at the version
number we can tell what the state of this software is. For example, in the above image
we are on the third major version, so there have been two major versions that have bro-
ken backwards compatibility in the past.  We are on the sixth minor  version,  which
means that there were six new versions with feature changes and we are on the eighth
patch version, meaning that after the six minor versions we had 8 releases for bug fix-
ing.
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4 Project development
We will talk about our project a lot, so the first thing that we want to do is to write a
project description. This will be used whenever someone wants to learn more about the
project. It may look like this:
EventKit is an open-source framework that help people organize successful confer-
ences using a user friendly web & mobile application. 
With just one sentence we explain what problem it solves, how it solves it and for
whom. Although it is OK for now we will revise it over time.  
Another issue that we have to think in this point is our project hosting. As mentioned
above, GitHub is the best choice. Besides the free repository that it gives, it has a very
good issue tracker. As the project leader, this is the site that I will use the most. It also
provides a wiki tool which we will use later. 
We just created the first repository [43] for the web application and the first thing
that I did is to create a README.md file. This file will be at the root of our project and
it will share same very important information:
 The project name and description
 The requirements of the projects
 A mini tutorial on how to prepare the development environment
 The collaboration workflow
 Where to find the issue tracker
GitHub will display this file in the home page of the project and it will also be bun-
dled with every release. 
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Issue Tracker
The GitHub’s Issue Tracker is great but we will enhance it with a tool called Waffle.
Waffle will show all the issues from GitHub in real time in a Kanban board (Picture
4.1).
Picture 4.1: Waffle board from our project
Another thing that we will do for our project is to start a change log file. This file
will track all the changes over time and will inform the users about the changes of the
next release. It must contain the features or bug fixes but not all commit messages. 
If a user fixed a bug, it is a good practice to include his name in the change log. An
example can be found below: 
Bugfix #20: Authorization header is not received in API calls. 
Thank to Mario for the fix. 
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4.1 Web application
We will build a web application from scratch to a complete product. This application
will have 3 main parts: 
 Frontend application
 Backend application
 RESTful API
The frontend will be the application that a visitor/user will interact with directly. In
this stage of the project after some brainstorming I came up with a list of screens that
our frontend should have. 
 Home (the homepage of the application)
 About (few words about the application)
 Contact (contact info and a contact form)
 Signup (signup form for the visitors)
 Login (login form using the credentials created from the signup step)
◦ Update profile (when a user is already logged in, he can update his profile)
◦ Logout
 Events (list of all available events)
◦ Sessions (all sessions from the selected event)
◦ Speakers (all speakers from the selected event)
◦ Questions (a user can send a question to a speaker and see the list of all the
questions. 
The list is OK for now. We will add more features in the future. 
The backend application is where the administrators of the website will manage all
the data that will be served in the frontend and the mobile application. So creating a list
of screens for the backend app is more straightforward. Here is the initial list: 
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 Dashboard (the page that shows summaries, analysis etc)
 Events (create, view, update, delete events) 
◦ Sessions (create, view, update, delete events) 
◦ Speakers (create, view, update, delete speakers) 
◦ Questions (create, view, update, delete questions) 
◦ Users (create, view, update, delete users) 
◦ Settings (general settings for the application)
 Help 
 Login (login form only for administrators)
◦ Logout 
 
The reason why we are building separately the frontend and the backend is the sepa-
ration of concerns, which is a design principle of separating different sections. 
4.1.1 Web wireframes
Wireframing is a very important step in the development process. Wireframes are a vis-
ual guide or a blueprints of an application. They are usually without colors or graphics,
since the main focus lies in the content, behavior and functionality. 
To sketch out our wireframes we will use the pencil software which is a very good
open-source prototyping tool (Picture 4.2 - 4.4).  
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Picture 4.2: Dashboard
Picture 4.3: Users
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Picture 4.4: 'Create session' wireframe
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4.1.2 Database design
Using the information from the wireframes we can now design our database. It doesn’t
have to be perfect, because it will change several times in the future, but we need a
starting point. We think that the following database will do for now (Picture 4.5). 
Picture 4.5: Database schema
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4.1.3 Implementation
We want the EventKit to be a high-quality application with good performance and eas-
ily scalable. This is the reason why the Yii2 framework was selected as a development
platform since it provides a Model-View-Controller [44] pattern with a structured pro-
gramming environment. It will help us to create an easily extendable and reusable appli-
cation.
Prepare the development environment
We wanted the preparation of the development  environment  to be a quick and easy
process, so that the contributors could focus in the development and not in the configu-
ration of all the tools. For this reason we prepared a virtual machine using Vagrant and I
installed all the necessary tools in it. 
 We then exported the configuration settings to a vagrant.sh file (Appendix A). Now
all new contributors can use the following simple tutorial to have their environment up
and running in no time. 
This tutorial is available in the README.md file at the root of the project. More
specifically: 
1. Fork the 'eventkit' repository on GitHub and clone your fork to your development en-
vironment
      $ git clone https://github.com/YOUR-GITHUB-USERNAME/eventkit.git
2. Add the main 'eventkit' repository as an additional git remote called "upstream"
      $ git remote add upstream https://github.com/leoshtika/eventkit.git
3. Install LAMP stack with Vagrant
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      $ vagrant up
$ vagrant ssh
$ cd /vagrant
Now you are inside the VM and in the /vagrant folder. All subsequent commands will
be executed from here.
4. Install dependencies
$ composer global require "fxp/composer-asset-plugin:~1.1.1"
$ composer install
5. Initialize the application
$ php init
Select [0] Development environment
6. Install phpmyadmin
$ sudo apt-get install phpmyadmin
Open phpmyadmin from: http://localhost:4000/phpmyadmin username: root, password:
pass123
7. Configure the database
Create a database and name it eventkit
Open the common/config/main-local.php file and change host = localhost, dbname =
eventkit, username = root & password = pass123
Using the phpmyadmin import the eventkit.sql database from DB BACKUP folder
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After completing the above steps the users can now open the application and play with
it.  
Picture 4.6: Dashboard
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Picture 4.7: Users
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Picture 4.8: New session
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4.2 RESTful API
We will use a RESTful API to facilitate the communication between the web applica-
tion and the mobile application. 
REST [45] is an architectural style that uses HTTP calls for communication between
computer systems. It is a simple request and response mechanism. 
For our application we created the following endpoints: 
Login an existing user
Request POST user/login
Params email, password
Headers Content-type: application/json; charset=utf-8
Response Status: 200 OK
Create a new user
Request POST user/create
Params email, password, full_name
Response Status: 201 OK, 422 Data validation failed
Get the user details
Request Get user/account
Headers
Content-type: application/json; charset=utf-8
Authorization:  Bearer  QNmLJ3MwWBNJrdGQEqrBQJWc-
vmQZgc7
Response Status: 200 OK
{
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    "email": "leoshtika@gmail.com",
    "full_name": "Leonard Shtika",
    "avatar_url": "https://secure.gravatar.com/avatar/8888",
    "created_at": 1476000714,
    "updated_at": 1476472150
}
Get all speakers
Request Get user/speakers
Headers Content-type: application/json; charset=utf-8
Response
Status: 200 OK
[
    {
        "id": "1",
        "session_id": "1",
        "full_name": "Laura Kalbag",
        "email": "laura@ind.ie",
        "resume": "Text of the resume.",
        "created_at": "1476007003",
        "updated_at": "1476007003"
    }
]
Get all sessions
Request Get user/sessions
Params
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Response
Status: 200 OK
[
    {
        "id": "1",
        "title": "Ethical Design",
        "starts": "1495270800",
        "ends": "1495273500",
        "description": "This is the description of the session.",
        "event": "DEVit Conference 2017",
        "speaker_id": "1",
        "speaker_name": "Laura Kalbag"
    }
]
Post a question for a specific session
Request POST user/questions
Params session_id, question
Headers
Content-type: application/json; charset=utf-8
Authorization:  Bearer  QNmLJ3MwWBNJrdGQEqrBQJWc-
vmQZgc7
Response
Status: 201 OK
[
    {
        "message": "Your question was sent successfully"
    }
]
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Get all questions from a session
Request Get questions/session/{session_id}
Params session_id
Response
Status: 200 OK
[
    {
        "id": "29",
        "user_name": "Leonard Shtika",
        "question": "Isn’t this a good question?",
        "status": "20",
        "created_at": "1479656888",
        "updated_at": "1479657583"
    }
]
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4.3 Mobile application
We want to create a mobile application for Android (smartphone & tablet), iOS (iPhone
& iPad) and Windows phone. In the past few years, developing a mobile app in all these
versions was a very difficult task, not only to create but also to maintain. That means
that you had to write Java for the Android version, Objective C or Swift for iOS and C#
for Windows phone. It is almost impossible to master all these languages and keep up
with their changes. 
Today we have a better solution. We will create our mobile app using Ionic, Angu-
larJS and Cordova. These tools use technologies that a web developer already knows. 
In the last few years it seems everything depends on Node [46] and Ionic is not an
exception.  After installing Node, Ionic and Cordova can be installed with one com-
mand: 
$ npm install -g cordova ionic
4.3.1 Mobile wireframes
We now have a starting place and the next step is to figure out the UI of our app. Here
we have a lot of choices, but there are some layouts that are more common in a mobile
application. We will pick a side-menu layout, that drag and expose the menu by press-
ing on the hamburger button. 
Here are some wireframes of what we are trying to develop (Picture 4.9 - 4.11).
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Picture 4.9: Event screen (wireframe)
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Picture 4.10: Login & Side-menu (wireframe)
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Picture 4.11: List of all speakers & one speaker page (wireframe)
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4.3.2 Implementation
To help the contributors configuring the project we have created a small tutorial thatit is
available at the root of the mobile application repository [47] at GitHub.
1. Fork the 'eventkit-mobile' repository on GitHub and clone your fork to your develop-
ment environment
$ git clone https://github.com/GITHUB-USERNAME/eventkit-mobile.git
2.  Add the main  'eventkit-mobile'  repository as an additional  git  remote  called  "up-
stream"
$ git remote add upstream https://github.com/leoshtika/eventkit-mobile.git
3. Install dependencies
$ ionic state reset
4. Run the application in the (chrome) browser
$ ionic serve
Now we are ready to start building our mobile application. 
3 months, 60 commits and 25.000 lines of code later and the result is the following.
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Picture 4.12: Event screen
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Picture 4.13: Login & Side-menu 
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Picture 4.14: List of all speakers & one speaker page
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4.4 Project website
Our GitHub repo home page looks nice but it is not a website. It is all about the code
and it is addressed to the developers. What about all the other users that don’t care about
the code? This is why we will build a website. Here is the first version of our website
(Picture 4.15).  
Picture 4.15: Project’s website
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4.5 Documentation
For most developers the documentation is not a fun job, but every project needs one so
we will create it. We will use Github pages [48] for our documentation because it is
easy to create and it is hosted as a Github repository. Therefore, we don’t have to pay
for any server or maintenance. This is the first version of our documentation (Picture
4.16). 
Picture 4.16: Project’s documentation
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4.6 Security and privacy
When it comes to security, there are two things that we have to keep in mind. To filter
inputs and to escape outputs. This is a general rule no matter the application that is be-
ing developed. 
By filtering inputs I mean that the data from the user should always be considered
unsafe and we have to check if the value we got is allowed. For example, if the sorting
of the events is done by four fields: title, starts, location and updated_at and this field is
supplied by the user, we must check the value before adding it to a query.
To escape output means that before showing the results of a request to the user, we must
escape any special characters. For example, for HTML we should escape ‘<’ and ‘>’.
Same thing for and Javascript code, but with different group of characters. 
Since we can’t escape everything manually, Yii provides helping tools for this reason.
4.6.1 SQL injections
SQL injection is a technique where a user can insert an SQL commands into an SQL
statement, via an unfiltered input.
A successful SQL injection can read sensitive data from the database, change database
data or even execute admin operations on the database (such as dropping the DB).
Let's see an example of an SQL injection that happens when an unescaped string is con-
catenated in the query text: 
$title = $_GET[‘title’];
$query = "SELECT * FROM event WHERE title = '$title'";
In this case a malicious user could give to our application something like: 
SELECT * FROM event WHERE title = ''; DROP TABLE event; --'
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This a valid query that will search for events with an empty title and then will drop the
event table. 
In our application we will use Active Records for the database queries. An Active
Record uses PDO prepared statements that makes it impossible to manipulate queries. 
4.6.2 Cross-site scripting (XSS)
XSS is a type of security vulnerability found in web applications. It allows attackers to
inject client side scripts in a page viewed by another user. If the output is not escaped
properly, as we described previously, a user can insert javascript code in the title field of
an event. For example: 
<script>alert('Hi!');</script>
As a result every time that a user will open the event the javascript code will execute
popping up an alert. 
This is an innocent alert, but a malicious user could use different kinds of scripts, from
sending messages with your name to performing bank transactions. 
To avoid XSS we must use the escaping techniques offered by Yii to output as plain
text or as HTML.  
4.6.3 Cross-site request forgery (CSRF)
A CSRF happens when a request coming to a browser is not made by the user himself. 
For example: www.a-test-website.com has a ‘logout’ page that can be accessed with a
GET request. If a malicious user posts somehow on a blog or forum something like this:
<img src=”http://www.a-test-website.com/logout”>
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All requests are the same for a browser, so this image request will log out the visitor
of the page from the www.a-test-website.com website. Now imagine if someone is not
sending a simple logout but other parameters to this page. Like:  
http://www.a-test-website.com/transfer?to=evilUser&amout=1000.
Just by accessing the blog or the forum this visitor will send a GET request asking
to transfer 1000 euro to the ‘evilUser’. 
Avoiding CSRF is simple with Yii. We just need to follow the HTTP specification
(i.e. GET should not change data on the server) and enable Yii’s CSRF protection. 
4.6.4 File exposure
We should avoid exposing files that are not in the web directory. This is done simply by
denying access to everything except web, using an ‘.htaccess’ file.
4.6.5 Development tools in production
In the development environment our application will produce quite verbose errors. This
is very useful for development but in a production server this information could be used
from an attacker. 
The solution is to disable YII_DEBUG in production and use Gii only in develop-
ment server. 
4.6.6 Using secure connection over TLS
Our application will rely on cookies and PHP sessions. If the connection is compro-
mised, the user data can be stolen. This can be solved be using a secure connection via
TLS.
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4.6.7 Data Privacy and Protection
Open-source  software  security  relies  on  transparency,  unlike  closed-source  software
that approaches data protection through obscurity. This doesn’t make one more secure
than the other. 
Companies that use open-source software are responsible for their security and up-
dates. The good news is that there are a lot of tools online that track vulnerabilities in
open-source software.
Data privacy on the other hand is a matter of control and open-source software not
only offers more control of data but gives the ability to check a system more deeply to
find data manipulations. 
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5 Conclusion
After four months of intensive developing, 200 commits, 50 thousand lines of code (in
both repositories), the first major version of EventKit was released (web [49] & mobile
[50] version) (Picture 4.17 – 4.18).
Picture 4.17: Contributors, commits
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Picture 4.18: Contributors, commits
Actually, the first challenge was to learn the open-source way. Tasks like establish-
ing coding standards, implementing peer reviews, setting a collaboration workflow can-
not  be completed  from the beginning.  They will  constantly need improvements  and
adaptation to fit the community vision. 
Another challenge in this project was to find contributors and to keep them moti-
vated. Here are some things that might help in this regard. 
Spread the word
Don’t expect that someone will check your code and discover by himself that he is in-
terested in your project. Write a project description and share it with the world through
blogs, forums and social networks. If other developers find it interesting they will come
and contribute.
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Project description
A project must have at least a ‘readme’ file. You should describe what you project is
doing? How can someone install and configure it? How can someone contribute? Even
non-developers can help with different tasks. 
Write clean code
It will be much easier for everyone to understand your code, if you follow the standards
and conventions of the language you are writing. Also elegant code and good comments
helps.
Be responsive
It is hard sometimes to be responsive due to other engagements, but this is important.
Try to respond as soon as possible to the contributors of the project. This means that
you may find yourself merging commits on weekends or even at 3 o’clock in the morn-
ing (Picture 4.19).  
Picture 4.19: Punch card
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Open issues
If someone want to contribute it is easier to search in the Issue Tracker rather than find
one and solve it. Try opening simple issues so that new contributors can fix them easy. 
Build something beautiful
Create  something  that  doesn't  exist,  or  something  better  than  currently  existing.  A
project that will help the users to do something easily. 
Be pleasant and show respect 
Always appreciated.
Although there are some challenges in developing an open-source project, we think
there are much more benefits. We have learned a lot in the last few months and we have
developed a new set of skills. Being part of a community and giving back to the com-
munity was very rewarding.
We also believe that open-source principles can apply beyond software development
and perhaps change the world in a similar way that open-source model changed soft-
ware.
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7 Appendices
Appendix A
#!/usr/bin/env bash
# Add repository for PHP (5.6 || 7.0)
add-apt-repository ppa:ondrej/php
# Update the list of available packages
apt-get -y update
# Install GIT
apt-get install -y git
# Installing Apache
apt-get install -y apache2
# Remove 'html' folder and add a symbolic link, only if it doesn't already exists
if ! [ -L /var/www/html ]; then
  rm -rf /var/www/html
  ln -fs /vagrant /var/www/html
fi
# Change AllowOverride in apache2.conf for the .htaccess to work
sed -i '/<Directory \/var\/www\/>/,/<\/Directory>/ s/AllowOverride None/AllowOver-
ride All/' /etc/apache2/apache2.conf
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# Enable Apache's mod_rewrite
sudo a2enmod rewrite
# Installing MySQL and it's dependencies, Also, setting up root password for MySQL 
as it will prompt to enter the password during installation
debconf-set-selections <<< 'mysql-server-5.5 mysql-server/root_password password 
pass123'
debconf-set-selections <<< 'mysql-server-5.5 mysql-server/root_password_again pass-
word pass123'
apt-get -y install mysql-server libapache2-mod-auth-mysql
# Installing PHP and it's dependencies
# PHP 5.5 (this is the default and don't need ppa:ondrej/php)
# apt-get -y install php5 libapache2-mod-php5 php5-mcrypt curl php5-curl php5-intl 
php5-imagick php5-mysql
# PHP 7.0 (from ppa:ondrej/php)
apt-get -y install php7.0 libapache2-mod-php7.0 php7.0-mcrypt curl php7.0-curl ph-
p7.0-intl php7.0-imagick php7.0-mysql php7.0-mbstring php7.0-xml php7.0-zip
# Install Composer
if [ ! -f /usr/local/bin/composer ]; then
    curl -sS https://getcomposer.org/installer | php
    mv composer.phar /usr/local/bin/composer
fi
# Install 'composer-asset-plugin'
echo "Installing Composer Asset Plugin"
composer global require "fxp/composer-asset-plugin:^1.2.0"
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# Add an alias for codecept
echo "alias codecept='php /vagrant/vendor/bin/codecept'" >> /home/vagrant/.bashrc
# Download and configure 'adminer.php' to manage the MySQL database
if [ ! -f /usr/share/adminer.php ]; then
    wget -q -O adminer.php https://www.adminer.org/static/download/4.2.5/adminer-
4.2.5-en.php
    mv adminer.php /usr/share/adminer.php
    
    # Create an alias for adminer, example: http://localhost:4000/adminer 
    echo "alias /adminer '/usr/share/adminer.php'" >> /etc/apache2/sites-available/000-
default.conf
fi
# Restart Apache
service apache2 restart
echo "================================"
echo "Your LAMP stack is ready for use"
echo "================================"
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Appendix B
 Files MUST use only <?php and <?= tags.
 Files MUST use only UTF-8 without BOM for PHP code.
 Files SHOULD either declare symbols (classes, functions, constants, etc.) or
cause side-effects (e.g. generate output, change .ini settings, etc.) but SHOULD
NOT do both.
 Namespaces and classes MUST follow an "autoloading" PSR: [PSR-0, PSR-4].
 Class names MUST be declared in StudlyCaps.
 Class constants MUST be declared in all upper case with underscore separators.
 Method names MUST be declared in camelCase.
 Code MUST use 4 spaces for indenting, not tabs.
 There MUST NOT be a hard limit on line length; the soft limit MUST be 120
characters; lines SHOULD be 80 characters or less.
 There  MUST be  one  blank  line  after  the  namespace  declaration,  and there
MUST be one blank line after the block of use declarations.
 Opening  braces  for  classes  MUST go on the  next  line,  and  closing  braces
MUST go on the next line after the body.
 Opening braces for methods MUST go on the next line,  and closing braces
MUST go on the next line after the body.
 Visibility MUST be declared on all properties and methods; abstract and final
MUST be declared before the visibility; static MUST be declared after the visi-
bility.
 Control  structure  keywords  MUST have  one  space  after  them;  method  and
function calls MUST NOT.
 Opening braces for control structures MUST go on the same line, and closing
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braces MUST go on the next line after the body.
 Opening  parentheses  for  control  structures  MUST NOT have  a  space  after
them, and closing parentheses for control structures MUST NOT have a space
before.
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